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Fig. 1 Caldera collapse overview. (a) Earthquake and GNSS displacement observations. Earthquake count plotted with 4-hour 
bins. (b) Map showing locations of GNSS stations used in this study. Blue-green lines show horizontal displacement during each 
cycle with line length proportional to total displacement. Black line shows the extent of Halemaumau crater prior to the collapse. 
Red line shows the boundary of the newly formed collapse caldera. (c) An example of one cycle of displacement.

Fig. 2 Kilauea caldera collapse conceptual model from Tepp et al. (2020). The numbers on the bottom right refer to 
the collapse cycles. Phases 1-3 are separated by red dashed lines in Fig. 5 & 7.

In April 2018, the lava lake inside Halemaumau crater began to overflow. After the collapse of Pu'u ‘Ō'ō
crater on May 1 UTC, the lava lake quickly began draining into the lower East Rift Zone, marking the start 
of the 2018 eruption. The summit began deflating with the removal of magma and eventually collapsed, 
forming a new collapse caldera.

The caldera collapse largely occurred in a cyclical series of collapse events, wherein the caldera floor 
rapidly subsided and released seismic energy approximately equivalent to a Mw 5 earthquake. In total, 62 
complete cycles occurred over the 3-month eruption, leaving a new elliptical caldera roughly 2.5 km x 2 
km (Fig. 1b). Cycles of seismicity and deformation defined the periods between collapse events (Fig. 1a).
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- Introduced by Voight (1988) as an empirical model to forecast failure time of a process undergoing 
accelerating creep and has had mixed success

- Relates the rate of a physical observable to its rate of change:

where Ω is an observable parameter related to energy or strain release, A and α are constants, 
and dots represent time derivatives

- Value of α provides info about behavior of process: whether catastrophic failure may occur (α > 1) and 
whether fracturing is dominated by new cracks (α ⟶ 1) or crack growth (α ⟶ 2)

- Two generalized solutions: Power law (α ≠ 1) Exponential curve (α = 1)

- Integrate for Ω, which gives a similar form, and find α=(a −2)/(a −1) for the power law

- Main (2000) introduced a hybrid solution to describe a full creep curve:

- A failure time can be estimated from Main’s equation (value of e) or by using the inverse rate

- α<1 isn’t meaningful within the FFM framework
- For Ω, a = 2 (α=0) has constant acceleration, and a = 1 (α ⟶ −∞) has no acceleration
- 1 < a < 2 has initially large accel. but quickly decreases (e.g., for a=1.5, accel. ∼ t−1/2)

ሷ𝛺 = 𝐴 ሶ𝛺𝛼

ሶ𝛺 = 𝑐𝑡 + 𝑏 𝑎 ሶ𝛺 = 𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑡

Ω = 𝑐 ∗ (1 + 𝑡/𝑏)𝑎 + 𝑓 ∗ (1 − 𝑡/𝑒)−𝑑

- Based on FFM parameters, both the cumulative moment release and GNSS displacements appear indicative of the overall stress state of the system but may be 
reflecting different locations or processes

- Numerical and analog models of caldera collapse suggest that early ring fault development begins at depth (i.e., near the magma reservoir), which may explain the 
weak deformation at the surface and low seismicity during the first 12-13 cycles in May

- The α-values are near 1 between May 29 and roughly June 9, consistent with fracturing and development of the ring fault system

- NPIT’s displacement was well-fit by Main’s equation in this period and could be interpreted as an accelerating failure process or strain localization, moving 
through all 3 stages of creep as the southern and eastern components of the ring faults were formed or reactivated

- Cumulative moment also showed the “creep curve” character during a few cycles (e.g., May 29, June 9), though it was most noticeable on cycles where it was 
less present in the displacement

- Between approx. June 9 and 20-24, the α-values decreased, suggesting a shift toward system stability

- Displacement α-value decrease started and ended earlier than that of the cumulative moment, suggesting the western boundary faults (near NPIT) may have 
activated earlier or more quickly than the eastern ones (where most earthquakes occurred)

- After June 20-24, α-values were steady around ∼0.5 with less variability and a more linear shape, especially in the later part of each cycle

- The FFM was not able to be used for forecasting individual collapse events at the end of each cycle or the end of the eruption as a whole

- Analysis of repeating earthquakes produced similar results, suggesting their overall behavior was controlled by the same process as full swarms

- For several of the families, a shift in the shape suggests that each location had its own progression from activation to cessation

*Note: More details of this study can be found in: Tepp, G. (2021). Material failure and caldera collapse: Insights from the 2018 Kilauea eruption. Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 553.
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- Used the earthquake catalog from USGS/HVO which 
included 43,274 M≥1 earthquakes between 15 May 22:35 
and 2 August 21:54

- Cumulative moment chosen for analysis to minimize issues 
with catalog completeness, especially during periods of high 
earthquake rate

Fig. 4 Examples of 
power law (top) and 
exponential (bottom) fits 
to cyclical swarms. Blue 
circles show cumulative 
moment, and red lines are 
the curve fit. Curve fitting 
used 180 combinations of 
initial parameters for the 
power law and 35 for the 
exponential. 

Fig. 5 Curve fitting 
results for cyclical 
earthquake swarms. 
Colored circles show the 
value from the best fit. 
The median of the 20 
highest-R2 fits (or all fits 
with R2≥0.9) is shown as 
an open marker with 
lines indicating the 
standard deviation.

Fig. 3 Progression of 
earthquake swarm 
parameters for all 
cycles. (a), (b), and 
(d) were calculated 
using 2-hr windows 
with 1.5 hours of 
overlap. Partial lines 
in (a) result from 
windows with no 
earthquakes.

- Used 5-second, real-time-processed displacement solutions from HVO averaged 
with 10-minute, non-overlapping windows to reduce noise

- NPIT and VO46 were situated very near the growing caldera rim (Fig. 1b) and were 
affected by cliff collapses that stopped data return after 29 cycles (ending on June 
18) and 19 cycles (starting June 20), respectively

Fig. 6 Example fits to GNSS data. (a) Power law fits (red) to the horizontal (H) and 
vertical (V) magnitudes of displacement (black). Curve fitting used 320 combinations 
of initial parameters. (b) Fits to the 3-dimensional vector magnitude of displacement 
using Main’s equation and 576 combinations of initial parameters.

Fig. 7 Results from the FFM 
solutions applied to GNSS 
displacement data. a-values 
of the best fits are shown as 
colored markers. The median 
of the 20 highest-R2 fits (or all 
fits with R2≥0.9) is shown as 
an open marker with lines 
indicating the standard 
deviation. (b) α-values 
estimated from a-values of 
the best fits to the 3-d 
displacement. (c) Failure 
times from fits of Main’s 
equation. Red x’s mark the 
actual time of the collapse 
events.
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